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Proposed mosque causes 
upset in 9/11 community 
By Kara Griffin 
People are still upset about 
the proposed Muslim community 
center and mosque to be built two 
blocks away from Ground Zero, 
where the World Trade Towers 
once stood. Both supporters and 
opponents can be heard across 
the media clinging to strong argu­
ments for their cases. 
Proponents feel as though one 
of their American rights, freedom 
of religion, is being stripped away 
if they are not allowed to follow 
through with the construction of 
the mosque. 
Interviewed by ABC News 
during the demonstrations in New 
York City on Aug. 22, supporter 
Ali Akram stated, "I am surprised 
that in America in 2010, racism 
See MOSQUE, page 2 
E x p a n d i n g  d i v e r s i t y  a n d  
inclusion: calling all students 
By Bernadette Smith 
The spirit of embracing di­
versity has found a new home on 
campus. In an effort to address 
rising needs for campus inclusion 
and celebration of difference, 
the President's Advisory Board 
founded the Center for Inclusion 
and Diversity (CID) this fall. The 
Center, located in UC 225, hosted 
its grand opening celebration on 
Sept. 1 and students, faculty and 
administrators across all disci­
plines were invited to attend. The 
opening saw an exceptionally 
good turnout, with many people 
spilling out into the hallway of 
the UC. 
"Our goal here at the Center 
for Inclusion and Diversity is to 
create a welcoming campus cli­
mate, opportunities for acknowl­
edgement and recognition and 
the kind of mutual respect that 
builds a university community of 
which we can all be proud," said 
Lanee Battle, Executive Assistant 
for CID. "We welcome students 
and hope people will stop by for 
a visit to see our initiatives, pro­
grams, events and plans." 
Although still in its infancy, 
CID already has plans for expan­
sion and campus outreach. Cur­
rently, the center is open from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. CID will expand those 
hours as soon as they gather vol­
unteers and interns to help raise 
awareness. 
"We want to have a visible, 
consistent presence. Everyone is 
welcome here," said Carlton 
See INCLUSION, page 4 







By Nicole Mona 
With a panoply of clubs and 
organizations to choose from, 
hundreds of students flooded 
Marian Way to browse the many 
options for campus involvement. 
The long-standing tradition of the 
Alcala Bazaar is sponsored by the 
Student Leadership and Involve­
ment Center, and offers a chance 
for people to come together. 
"The Bazaar is great because 
I love seeing all the fresh faces on 
campus at the beginning of the se­
mester," said Margaret Leary, As­
sociate Dean of Student Affairs. 
The event provides an easy 
and fun way for the students to 
see not only everything their 
campus has to offer, but also what 
the beautiful surrounding area of 
San Diego can bring to the table. 
Whether you are a freshman 
now, or were one three years ago, 
no student can forget how nerve-
racking it is to be brand new to 
USD. It is often intimidating to 
learn about ways to get involved 
and even more daunting to social­
ize with older students on campus. 
However, these are challenges 
that the Alcala Bazaar directly 
addresses. 
Freshman and transfer stu­
dents get the chance to experi­
ence a little bit of everything 
from Greek life at USD, to tasting 
food of surrounding restaurants, 
to seeing the different cultural 
groups on campus that they can 
easily become a part of. 
"This is crazy," freshman 
Sarah Oh said. "I have become 
aware of a lot of clubs and things 
that I didn't know even existed on 
this campus." 
The Bazaar lasted from 11 
a.m. until 2:30 p.m. and featured 
over 200 different tables. Attend­
ees could taste food from places 
like Noodles & Company and 
Z Pizza and learn about popular 
organizations like the salsa club, 
FUSO (Filipino Ugnayan Student 
Organization) and SIBC (Student 
International Business Council). 
"Our school has a lot to offer 
that I feel like not very many 
people know about at all," said 
senior Kimberly Gillie. "I think 
it should be mandatory for fresh­
man to attend the Alcala Bazaar 
because it has the ability to change 
their entire college experience." 
For those who missed out on 
the Fall Alcala Bazaar, watch out 
for the Spring Alcala Bazaar. Al­
though a slightly smaller version, 
the Spring Bazaar features many 
of the same clubs, organizations 
and community vendors. 
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Fitness 
benefits 
Bv Bernadette Smith 
For many of us co-eds, regu­
lar exercise gets lost at the bottom 
of the to-do list amidst papers, 
exams, leadership involvement 
and social activities. After high 
school, many people that used 
to participate in organized sports 
find themselves too busy or not 
"talented enough" to play on 
sports teams. 
Fortunately, here at USD we 
have the advantages of a temper­
ate climate and a great variety 
of exercise opportunities. The 
newest, and potentially most pop­
ular, exercise program is called 
Fit & Active, sponsored by the 
Missions Fitness Center. 
For a fee of $80 a semester, 
students can choose from 30 
different fitness classes offered 
throughout the week at various 
times. There is no obligation once 
registered and the types of classes 
range from yoga to kickboxing to 
hip hop. 
Another brand new addition 
to campus health is massage ses­
sions offered on Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays from 12 to 4 p.m. 
The program offers 25-minute 
sessions for $30 and 55-minute 
sessions for $60. You can also 
make an advanced purchase of 
five 25-minute sessions for $100. 
USD is also beginning to 
promote general fitness educa­
tion through two new programs 
called USD FIT (Fitness Initiative 
Team) and Wellness Workshops. 
In line with the university's em­
phasis on a healthy mind, body 
and spirit, USD FIT will offer 
one free fitness class a month to 
students. The workshops will 
educate people about physical 
exercise and encourage them to 
participate. 
According to the Mayo 
Clinic's website, there are seven 
major benefits of regular exercise, 
including mood improvement 
and stress reduction, prevention 
of chronic diseases like heart 
disease or osteoporosis, weight 
management, increased energy 
level, better sleep, improved sex 
life and fun in physical activities. 
People who don't enjoy the con­
fines of a gym can find plenty of 
exercise by joining an intramural 
sports team. 
There are different men's, 
women's and co-ed teams for all 
kinds of sports and for all kinds of 
talents this fall. You can play inner 
tube water polo, speed soccer or 
even dodge ball by registering at 
sandiego.edu/campusrecreation/ 
register. 
Of course, there is always the 
classic option of running along 
the beach and enjoying the ocean 
breeze - my personal favorite. 
When you finally pencil in that al­
lotted time for "exercise," you can 
find all of the options at sandiego. 
edu/campusrecreation/fitnesS. 
Alum sparks big bang 
at the Emmys 
Freedom of religious practice called into question 
By Olivia Martinez 
There was a surprising bang 
at the 62nd Primetime Emmy 
Awards as Jim Parsons was called 
to receive the Outstanding Lead 
Actor in a Comedy Series award 
for his work as Sheldon Cooper 
on CBS sitcom, "The Big Bang 
Theory." 
This was the USD alumnus' 
second Emmy nomination for 
his role as a theoretical physicist, 
with an IQ of 187 and zero social 
skills. Parsons left the top names 
in the comedy world empty 
handed as he beat out nominees 
Steve Carrell • ("The Office"), 
Alec Baldwin ("30 Rock"), Tony 
Shalhoub ("Monk"), Larry David 
("Curb Your Enthusiasm") and 
Matthew Morrison ("Glee"). 
The award left many in 
shock, and judging by the look on 
Parsons' face as LLCool J invited 
him onstage to receive his award, 
no one was more surprised than 
he was. 
"I had a funny moment of 
clarity when they went down the 
list of nominees where I thought, 
'It's not going to happen. They're 
not calling your name. You're not 
going to have to go up there.' So 
by the time he read the name out, 
I was absolutely floored," Parsons 
told the Union Tribune. 
According to the National 
Enquirer, Parsons proposed to his 
long time partner, Todd Spiewak, 
immediately fol lowing the awards. 
The couple is reportedly plan­
ning a trip to Massachusetts 
over the Christmas holiday 
to get married. Although 
Parsons and Spiewak have 
never publicly admitted to 
having a relationship, the 
two have been linked to­
gether for quite some time 
under media scrutiny. 
Before his days of 
fame and glory, Parsons 
earned his Masters at USD 
through the Theatre Arts 
graduate partnership with 
the Old Globe The­
atre in 2001 
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considerations about bringing him 
into the program," Seer recalled. 
"Jim is a very specific personality. 
He's thoroughly original, which is 
one reason he's been so success­
ful. But we worried, 'Does that 
adapt itself to classical theater, 
does that adapt itself to the kind 
of training that we're doing?' But 
we decided that he was so talented 
that we would give him a try and 
see how it worked out." 
After graduating from the 
program, Parsons claims he con­
tinues to use his training all the 
time. In regards to his role as 
Sheldon, Parsons says he uses 
his training with breath con­
trol. 
"There's a way of being 
'on top of the text,' as they 
used to say in Shakespeare," 
Parsons said. "It's very simi­
lar for me in this show, staying 
on top of it, because it will eat 
you alive otherwise. Sheldon 
doesn't make brush-off com­
ments; I certainly couldn't 
improvise them. There's 
no faking my way through 
it if I get confused or lost. 
My time at USD and the 
Old Globe was priceless in 
very specifically getting me 
ready for this role." 
To check out Parsons in 
action, watch the season pre­
miere of "The Big Bang Theory" 
Thursday, Sept. 23, at 8 p.m. on 
CBS. Until then, you can catch 
past episodes at cbs.com/prime-
time/big_bang_theory. 
recent press conference, when 
asked about the proposed com­
munity center and mosque, he t 
stated, "This country stands for 
the proposition that all men and 
women are created equal and that 
they have certain unalienable 
rights, and one of those unalien­
able rights is to practice their 
religion freely." 
According to Obama, if a 
church, synagogue or temple can 
be built at a site, you should also 
be allowed to build a mosque. 
Other questions have been 
raised as to whether or not this 
proposed mosque is an extortion 
ploy. Donald Trump offered to 
purchase the property in order to 
end the controversy. 
The owner bought it for $4.8 
million a year and a half ago and 
Trump offered him $6 million 
cash, a 25% premium. Trump's 
offer was refused by the owner 
who believes that the property is 
worth between $20 and $25 mil­
lion. When interviewed by CNBC 
Trump stated, "If I could buy it, 
I'd give him an immediate 24-
hour, all-cash offer of much more 
than he paid, but I don't think he 
wants it. I actually think he may 
be using this so that he can blud­
geon somebody into giving him a 
very big price." 
The mosque plans have yet 
to be settled and are causing on­
going controversy among public 
and private opinion. 
MOSQUE, continued 
and bigotry has found another 
face. Now it is against the Mus­
lims." 
In opposition to this, protes­
tors feel as though the location 
where the center and mosque is 
to be built is too close to Ground 
Zero where over 3,000 American 
citizens lost their lives on Sept. 
11, 2001. They believe that the 
mosque would be an insult to the 
victims' families who lost their 
loved ones because the act was 
perpetrated in the name of Islam. 
One protestor who has made 
headlines recently is Texas Rever­
end Terry Jones. His original plan 
to burn the Quran on Saturday, 
the ninth anniversary of Sept. 11, 
was cancelled. His hopes were to 
get the proposed mosque moved 
to another location if he threat­
ened to burn the Quran. Jones met 
with Imam Muhammad Musri, 
president of the Islamic Society 
of Central Florida and came away 
from the meeting believing that 
the mosque would not be built 
two blocks away from Ground 
Zero if he cancelled his burning 
of the Quran. Musri later told 
the Orlando Sentinel that such a 
promise was never made. 
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FRIDAY SEPT. 3 
Location: Softball Field 
At 6:T6 a.m. Public Safety 
responded to a burglary report. 
Upon investigation, a storage 
shed belonging to a campus 
department was found burglar­
ized by forceful entry. Several 
tools possibly used to pick the 
padlock where found outside 
the shed. It is unknown if any 
objects were missing from the 
shed. 
FRIDAY SEPT. 3 
Location: Cuyamaca Hall 
At 11:14 a.m. Public Safety responded to a 
late theft report. I pon investigation, a student 
had last observed their cell phone charger at 
approximately 6:30 a.m. on 9/1/10. The 
student discovered their charger missing at 
approximately 10 p.m. later that evening. 
There were no signs of forced entry, and no 
other items were reported missing. 
MONDAY SEPT 6 
Location: Missions A Area 
At 11:02 p.m. Public Safety responded to a 
report of a slingshot found on a balcony in a 
residential hall. The slingshot was confiscated. 
TUESDAY SEPT. 7 
Location: Missions B Lot 
At 12:07 a.m. a Public Safety officer observed 
an individual walk toward the Missions B 
residential area with a campus-owned table. 
Upon investigation, the individual was 
contacted, identified as a student, and was 
under the influence of alcohol. The student was 
determined to be too intoxicated to care for 
himself and was voluntarily transported to 
detox (BAC .152). 
SATURDAY SEPT. 11 
Location: Maher Hall 
At 5:06 a.m. a Public Safety officer discovered that a University-owned 
golf cart had been moved by an unauthorized driver. I pon 
investigation, the cart had been moved from Maher to Camino. 
SUNDAY SEPT. 12 
Location: Main Kiosk 
At 1:43 a.m. Public Safety responded to assist Maher security 
personnel with an intoxicated student. Upon investigation, the student 
was determined to be too intoxicated to care for himself and was 
voluntarily transported to detox. 
SUNDAY SEPT. 12 
Location: Cuyamaca Hall 
At 12:02 a.m. Public Safety responded to assist Resident Assistants 
with an incident involving alcohol. Upon investigation, two students 
were cited for minor in possession (MIP). An additional student was 
determined to be too intoxicated to care for himself and was volun­
tarily transported to detox (BAC .194). 
SUNDAY SEPT. 12 
Location: Laguna Hall 
At 2:16 a.m. Public Safetv responded to help Resident Assistants with 
an incident involving marijuana. Upon investigation, one student was 
cited for possession of marijuana, and two students were cited lor 
minor in possession (MIP). One additional student was determined to 
be too intoxicated to care for herself and was voluntarily transported 
to detox (BAC .150). 
Beta Theta Pi sweeps awards convention 
THE VISTA I THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2010 
NEWS 
Bv Kirk Leopoldo 
During the 171st national 
convention of the Beta Theta Pi 
Fraternity, undergraduates and 
advisors from the San Diego 
Chapter returned home from 
Washington D.C. with much 
to celebrate. USD's Beta was a 
standout, receiving 10 awards in 
total, more than any of the other 
117 chapters in attendance. The 
most prestigious commenda­
tion came when San Diego was 
awarded the Knox Award, the 
highest chapter honor possible. 
Every year, Beta chapters 
across the nation are evaluated, 
but only the best receive the Knox 
Award. San Diego has been striv­
ing to reach such a milestone 
since its founding in 2004. 
Chapter Advisor Lindsey 
Mercer was thrilled to finally see 
the San Diego Betas receive such 
high recognition. 
"As an advisor for the chapter 
for the last six years, I have had 
the privilege of witnessing the 
tremendous growth and develop­
ment of the Zeta Omega chapter," 
Mercer said. "This is an amazing 
group of young men who work 
hard to build a strong brother­
hood, strive to be gentlemen and 
always try to do the right thing. 
It was so inspiring to see their ef­
forts validated and recognized by 
the fraternity." 
This year the convention 
was held from Aug. 5 to 8 in 
Washington D.C. The convention 
was replete with various leader­
ship workshops, panels, famous 
speakers and discussion groups. 
PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT 
September 3rd - 12th 
The Zeta Omega chapter sent 
seven undergraduates and two 
advisors to represent the chapter 
from USD, which boasts more 
than 75 members. 
In addition to the Knox 
Award, the San Diego Betas were 
awarded the Francis H. Sisson 
Award for Chapter Excellence, 
the Virginia Tech Award for Aca­
demic Excellence, the Outstand­
ing Alumni Relations Program 
Award, the Charles Henry Hardin 
Leadership Development Award, 
the Campus Involvement Award, 
the Excellence in Risk Manage­
ment Award and the Sons of the 
Dragon Council Recognition for 
outstanding participation in the 
undergraduate foundation-giving 
program. 
Individual Beta members also 
received special recognition. The 
Chapter President and conven­
tion delegate, senior Fred Myrtle, 
was awarded the Jerry M. Blesch 
General Secretary's Leadership 
Award and advisor Justin Ruther­
ford, Northwestern '00, won the 
Dr. Edward B. Taylor Advisor of 
the Year award. 
"Those associated with the 
San Diego chapter of Beta Theta 
Pi have much to be proud of and 
thankful for following the incred­
ible recognition received at this 
summer's Beta Convention in 
Washington D.C.," Rutherford 
said. "I continue to be impressed 
by the progress of this group and 
look forward to seeing how they 
raise the bar again in the coming 
year." 
Although such outstanding 
achievements will be hard to 
top, USD's Beta Theta Pi chapter 
plans to continue to strive for ex­
cellence. 
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A. S. forecasts bright future 
By Avery Diirnan 
The fall semester at USD 
brings an abundance of changes 
for students - new buildings, new 
friends, new syllabi and often, 
fewer parking spaces. This fall, 
Associated Students is embark­
ing on an inaugural year after an 
intense restructure designed to 
refocus A.S. attention towards 
representing the students. 
"We are proud to announce 
that USD has a fully representa­
tive student government, struc­
tured to leave no student voice 
Operations running more smoothly after 
,st?ted intensive restructure system resulted in oniy eight 




ators will represent all aspects 
of our USD community, both by 
academic major and residency. 
Please come to the A.S. Office 
and get to know your senator," 
Chase said. 
Perhaps the most important 
change in A.S. structure is the 
division between governance and 
programs. The Torero Program 
Board is now its own entity and 
will focus exclusively on bringing 
great speakers, concerts, comedi­
ans, art exhibits and more to our 
campus. A.S., on the other hand, 
will work more closely with our 
newly restructured Senate. The 
Senate used to be comprised of 
two students per academic year 
(ex. two freshmen senators, two 
sophomore senators, etc), but that 
the entire undergraduate stu­
dent body. Our current system 
includes 30 senators, representing 
the various academic disciplines 
and housing areas accordingly. 
The thought behind the new 
system is that an engineering stu­
dent may have different concerns 
than a business student, just as 
a commuter student may have 
different priorities than a stu­
dent living in the Alcala Vistas. 
Now each housing location and 
academic discipline will be rep­
resented accordingly, so there is 
no excuse not to speak to your 
specific senator. 
Fifteen of the 30 senators 
were elected last spring, but our 
student body still needs to elect 
the remaining half of the residen­
tial senators, which includes any 
student living on or off campus. 
Students interested in running for 
senator should check out sandi-
ego.edu/associatedstudents and 
get the details. 
Diversity on campus has found a new home 
INCLUSION, continued 
Floyd, Ph.D., Associate Provost 
for Inclusion and Diversity and 
Co-Director of CID. "We want 
the CID to be a resource for any 
matter concerning diversity and 
inclusion on campus. With the 
help of all here, we are, and hope 
to remain, facilitators, collabora­
tors and leaders in advocating for 
the respectful recognition of di­
versity, and for sustaining a wel­
coming, inclusive environment 
from which we all can benefit and 
learn," he said. 
Beyond just advocating, the 
center plans to support research, to 
build relationships and seek fund­
ing and to assist in recruitment 
and retention efforts on campus. 
Co-Directors Floyd and Mayte 
Perez-Franco, Ph.D., highlight 
these goals in terms of four key 
principles: research, resources, 
recruitment and retention. 
"We hope CID will become 
a clearing house for communica­
tion across the university," Floyd 
said. "We are trying to compile a 
list of parties interested in getting 
involved, and encourage every­
one to send us an email." 
CID already has a long list 
of events it will be co-sponsoring 
this semester, including a re­
gional Ethnic Studies Conference 
at Mesa College Oct. 1 and 2 and 
a luncheon panel discussion on 
Creating an Inclusive Environ­
ment for LGBQT people at USD. 
An event still in the plan­
ning stages, entitled Unexpected 
Encounters, promises to link up 
people who would not normally 
interact with one another over 
lunch or coffee. Encounters is 
meant to support dialogue about 
understanding differences, and to 
provide a time for people to sit 
down, connect and learn about 
one another. 
CID's website is still in the 
works, but general information 
about the center can be found at 
sandiego.edu/inclusion. To get 
involved directly with CID, or 
just to learn about USD's efforts 
towards campus inclusion and 
diversity, send an email to cid@ 
sandiego.edu, or call extension 
7455. You can also stop by the 
CID office (UC 225) during their 
open hours. 
2010-2011 
HI Associated Students is looking for 15 new Residential and 
in Commuter Senators to represent the students of USD for the 
m 201 0-2011 Academic Year, and we want YOU! 
For more in fatrmotian and to sign up as a candidate you 
CL must attend one af the faiiamring infarmatianais: 
•—Tuesday, September 7 — Missions Crossroads 6-7 p.m 
Thursday, September 9 —  SLIC (SLP 308) 1:30-2 p.m. 
Thursday, September 9 — Serra Hall 209 6-7 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 14 — SLP Courtyard 1 -2 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 14 — Palomar Lounge 6-7 p.m. 
Thursday, September 16 — SLIC (SLP 308) 1-2 p.m. 





If you have questions or want more 
information, please e-mail 
Lauryn Wells at: •  .  A S S O C I A T E D   ̂ Laurynw-11 (asandiego.edu STUDENTS 
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"I think we've got to measure goodness by what we 
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$25 App Gift Card • $25 Bookstore Gift Card 
Palm Touchstone Charging Dock 
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Palm Pre™ Plus Palm® Pixi™ Plus 
After $50 mail- in rebate AT&T Promotion Card, 2-year agreement on min. $54.99 plan required per phone. 
AT&T ri^^V 
CO/VWpuA 
Visit us atwww.attcampusvip.com for 
upcoming events and special offers. 
Offer available in all San Diego area company-owned stores. 
See www.att.com/storelocator to find the location nearest you. 
Rethink Possible 
Limited time otter ends 10/22/10 while supplies last. Offer available only to students in good standing at the university identified on the fiver and listed at www.attcampusvip.com. Must show valid USD Student ID to take advantage or 
offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. Prices are billed monthly and are valid for use in the U.S. only. Credit approval required. Up to $36 activation fee applies. Coverage not available in all areas. See map at www.wireless.att.com 
for details. Other conditions & restrictions apply. See contract and rate brochure for details. Phone Return Policy/Early Termination Fee: No Early Termination Fee (ETF) if service cancelled within 30 days of purchase, but up to $35 
Restocking Fee may apply for returned devices. Thereafter, the ETF will be up to $325 if purchasing certain specified equipment (check www.3tt.com/equipmentETF for list) minus $10 for each full month of your service commitment that 
you complete or up to $150 for other equipment minus $4 for each full month of your service commitment that you complete. Independent agents may impose additional equipment related charges. Sales tax calculated on un-activated 
price of handset. Early Termination Fee subject to change. Smartphone Data Plan Requirement: Smartphone requires minimum DataPlus (200MB) plan; $15 will automatically be charged for each additional 200MB provided on 
DataPlus if initial 200MB is exceeded. All data, including overages, must be used in the billing period in which the allowance is provided or they will be forfeited. For more details on Data Plans, go to att.com/dataplans. Unlimited 
voice services are provided primarily for live dialog between two individuals. No additional discounts are available with an unlimited plan. Offnet Usage: If your mins of use (including unltd svcs) on other carrier's networks ("offnet 
usage"! during any two consecutive months or your data use during any month exceeds your offnet usage allowance, AT&T may at its option terminate^our svc, deny youi contc use of other carriers coverage, or change youi plan to one 
imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usaoe allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 mins or 40% of the Anytime mins incl'd with your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser of 24 MB or 20% of the KB incs'd with 
your plan). Rebate Promotional Card: Prices with two-year service agreement before $50 mail-in rebate Promotional Card, minimum $15 per month data plan purchase, AT&T Voice Plan of $39.99 and two-year service agreement 
per phone are: Palm Pre Plus ($149.99) and Palm Pixi Plus ($79.99). Aliow 60 days for fulfillment Card may be used only in the U.S. & is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable for cash & cannot be used for cash 
withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by 11/22/10 and you must be a customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card. Sates tax calculated based on price of unactivated equipment. 
©2010 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T. AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. 
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OPINION EDITOR Bianea Bruno bbruno@asdvi.sta.com 
By Bianca Bruno 
There has always been some­
thing about me that has set me 
apart from other females my age. 
As a little girl, 1 was always told 
how mature I was for my age or 
how I was wise beyond my years. 
Eventually I would feel the urge 
to express my "mature" opin­
ions about this or that, usually 
commenting on whatever adults 
around me talked about. Once I 
got too big for my britches, how­
ever, one of my mom's friends 
called me "opinionated," and it's 
stuck ever since. Once that sub­
urban stay-at-home mom pegged 
me as "opinionated," it was as if I 
lost my charm as the "mature" kid 
and turned into the little brat who 
couldn't keep her mouth shut. 
The thing is, while I thought 
that was just a phase and that 
being called opinionated was 
something that would be out­
grown and left in high school, 
the moniker apparently followed 
me into my adult life. I guess I 
should have listened to my par­
ent's warning that, "kids are to 
be seen and not heard," because 
whenever I express my opinion, 
instead of receiving encourage­
ment from my peers, I receive 
looks of bewilderment. It's as if 
I'm permanently walking around 
campus wearing a sign that says 
"take foot, insert into mouth." 
But I just can't help it. 
I love ruffling people's feath­
ers. I am a rebel by nature. How­
ever, it started bothering me that I 
was being called opinionated left 
and right. It certainly bothered 
others that I had opinions and they 
certainly wanted to make me feel 
guilty for having them. But why 
did they want me to feel guilty? 
That's when it hit me. 
They called me opinion­
ated, yes. That I was used to. 
However, they were not finishing 
their statements. What they were 
really saying was that I am opin­
ionated...for a girl. They were 
uncomfortable with me express­
ing my opinions because of my 
sex. Apparently children are not 
the only ones in this society who 
are to be seen and not heard. As 
much as we'd like to think we've 
moved towards equality, our so­
ciety is still permeated with the 
patriarchal ideals of the founders 
of this nation. 
I'm still plugging along 
though. I've always been differ­
ent and it's these differences that 
make me, me. And I'm okay with 
that. As your Opinion Editor and 
as a woman who has been looked 
down upon for having opinions, I 
want all people and all differences 
to be represented on my pages. I 
feel a certain responsibility to 
all those who were looked down 
upon for being different, in the in­
terest of being true to themselves. 
Because after all, I'm just a girl 
in the world trying to make my 
voice heard. 
Religious freedom and patriotism 
collide at Ground Zero 
By Christopher Helali 
Sick. Twisted. Xenophobic. Hateful. These are words that come 
to mind when I hear the arguments against the building of the mosque 
at Ground Zero. What happened to being the accepting beacon of 
light and liberty that shines bright throughout the world? What hap­
pened to an enlightened and educated nation? While these are ideals 
that we have sought to embody, they are losing ground today. 
Much to my chagrin, the United States of America is backtrack­
ing. Instead of the airwaves and newspapers giving well-balanced 
news and viewpoints, we are bombarded by propaganda from a 
religious and zealous right that, despite being the current minority, 
dominates media coverage. We witness rallies like Glenn Beck's 
"Restoring Honor" rally, where he lays the blame for America's cur­
rent problems on the fact that we have lost faith in God. Yet, Muslim-
Americans of all backgrounds seek to build a mosque two blocks 
away from Ground Zero to worship God and enjoy community, but 
the result is a massive backlash against them. Where is the religious 
freedom and tolerance America touts and parades globally? It is non­
existent in regard to Americans who practice Islam. 
When Americans think of Islam, they see boys parading AK-
47s, suicide bombers, IEDs, burkas, chadors, stonings, 9/11, jihad 
and countless other misnomers. They see Islam, not through context 
or its pillars of faith and doctrine, but through the past 100 years 
when Middle Eastern nations have rid themselves of colonial oppres­
sion and began to search for their political identity. The fault lies in a 
media that has its own agenda, in the lack of education on Islam and 
its history (its great contribution to many academic disciplines and 
the renaissance) and on a xenophobic nationalist Christian far right. 
The mosque, contrary to popular belief, will not be a breeding 
ground for terrorism in any way greater than your local church will 
be for Crusaders for Christ. This is indeed an issue of Religious Free­
dom. 
Any religion has the right to build places of worship where they 
can in this nation. Islam has over one billion adherents worldwide. 
That means approximately one in six are Muslim. Last time I checked 
, I did not see one billion Muslims who are terrorists. Yet, articles like 
"3 Fundamental Questions About the Ground Zero Mosque" by KT 
McFarland which was on Fox News said "...there are practical securi­
ty reasons to question the wisdom of a mosque at near Ground Zero... 
First, might it become a recruitment station for terrorists?... In the 
Islamic tradition they build monuments to commemorate their great 
victories... For them a mosque acknowledges the site of a great vic­
tory in the name of Allah. So while some see a mosque near Ground 
Zero as a commemoration for innocents who died, others could claim 
E-books, eco-friendly? 
By Olivia Martinez 
As USD continues to work 
towards a greener campus with 
their "Be Blue, Go Green" cam­
paign, a new option appeared on 
the USD bookstore website. The 
bookstore now offers the option 
of buying, renting or download­
ing your textbooks. Textbooks 
can be downloaded straight to 
your desktop, laptop or iPhone 
through jumpbooks.com. 
With devices like the 
Kindle, iPad and Nook gaining 
popularity, more universities are 
offering e-books. Is this a sign 
of what lies ahead in the future 
of paper books? 
Upon entering the USD 
bookstore website, a flier titled 
"Best priced textbooks!" will 
appear. The sub-headline reads 
"Save money, time and trees 
with digital books." However, 
the eco-friendly nature of e-
books is not as simple as it 
seems. 
According to a New York 
Times article by Daniel Gole-
man and Gregory Norris titled 
"How green is my iPad?" the 
most ecologically virtuous way 
to read a book is by means of 
paper books. 
The production of one e-
reader uses more fossil fuels, 
water and mineral consumption 
than the production of 50 paper 
books. It will take about 100 
paper books manufactured to 
equal the effect of one e-reader 
on global warming. You may 
say, well, okay, but I can simply 
purchase those 150 books on my 
Kindle and break even. Howev­
er, e-readers are not everlasting 
devices and the disposal of one 
e-reader can harm workers in 
developing countries who dis­
mantle devices by hand, expos­
ing them to toxic substances. 
On the other hand, paper books 
do not break as easily and can 
be used by hundreds of people 
through renting and re-selling 
options. 
Another concern regard­
ing the switch from paper to 
e-books is the lifespan of the 
actual texts. As with any tech­
nological device, a malfunction 
can cause you to lose all files 
you have stored. This means that 
if we begin to solely rely on e-
books, in time we could lose all 
traces of some published texts. 
This is not a problem with print 
books because the destruction 
of a paper book is much more 
rare. Unless you purposely 
set out to get rid of your print 
book, it is unlikely that it will 
be completely destroyed on ac­
cident. We still have access to 
books that existed in 300 B.C. 
(like the Egyptians' papyrus), 
but who knows how long books 
that will only be published as 
e-books will last. 
By straying from options 
likedownloadingyourtextbooks 
this school year, we can stay 
true to the Torero "Go Green" 
campaign and help maintain the 
future of print books. 
A "pro" e-books article 
will be run next week. 
it as the place where Islamic terrorists triumphed." 
It is because of authors and scholars like this that we have so many 
problems. 
Since pagan times, every religion has built monuments to victories 
but to say the Ground Zero mosque will be a victory site over the U.S. 
is baseless and unmerited. It is because of this hysteria and deep-seated 
misunderstanding and hatred for Islam that this mosque has been the 
sight of such debate. 
The far right needs to understand that Muslims, like my own 
father, are not crazy Jihadists. They are proud to be Americans and 
even serve this nation in its Armed Forces. This country needs to move 
on and realize that most Muslims are not terrorists. Most would like 
to see a greater understanding and respect for their religion than this 
monolith of doom and hate. 
• 
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New age news 
By Katie Montero 
The San Diego Union Tribune 
unveiled the redesigned layout 
of the paper on Aug. 17, 2010. 
Over the past couple weeks, the 
newspaper has introduced several 
new changes to the layout, includ­
ing color-coded section labels, 
graphics and pull-out-quotes. The 
evolution of the layout from a tra­
ditionally styled newspaper into 
one which more closely resembles 
a news-magazine is an attempt to 
appeal to a larger audience. This 
evolution of change has perme­
ated the media industry and has 
resulted in a national phenom­
enon. 
Media sources everywhere, 
from billboards to movies and 
now even to newspapers, must 
constantly retrofit their products 
in order to stay on top of this 
visually obsessed era. However, 
an influx of visual components 
distracts from the story that the 
media is trying to convey. 
Take the movie "Avatar" for 
example. This film is considered 
a huge success by the American 
public, critics and the box office 
alike. It doesn't take a snobby film 
critic to realize that the plot and 
the dialogue of the movie certain­
ly left something to be desired. 
Yet the movie remains a huge 
success because the unparalleled 
animation and aesthetic settings 
were sufficient enough to make 
audiences overlook that minor 
detail. It is my fear that this is also 
happening in the news industry. 
In the case of the Union 
Tribune, they are attempting to 
broaden the spectrum of their au­
dience by making trivial changes, 
such as font size or colored back­
grounds. It may simply be a new 
design, but to me it follows a dan­
gerous pattern that has been seen 
throughout all types of media. The 
willingness to substitute content 
with production in an attempt to 
raise circulation numbers. The 
media industry is, and has been 
for years, compromising the integ­
rity and honesty of their work so 
that they can increase revenue. It 
seems that we live in a generation 
where the fervor and production of 
Glenn Beck is valued higher than 
the integrity of Walter Cronkite. 
It is a scary truth that many news 
sources care more about how they 
say something than what they are 
actually saying. It will not be long 
before the pictures, graphs and 
colored text boxes next to a story 
become more important than the 
article itself. 
People have begun to accept, 
if not expect, that stories be based 
more heavily on presentation than 
reality. It may be as simple as a 
new layout but there are traces 
of evidence everywhere that the 
degradation of the news industry 
is taking place. If news sources 
continue to place higher value 
on marketability than they do on 
truth and the right of the public to 
be informed, we may be watching 
as our generation shifts from the 
information age into the misinfor­
mation age. 
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"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single 
moment before starting to improve the world." 
-Anne Frank 7 
Self-experiment 001: Stress reduction 
By Lauren Millslagle 
Throughout the semester, 
I am going to participate in two 
week self-experiments and share 
my findings. By self-experiments, 
I mean that I want to change my 
lifestyle in specific ways and 
see what there is to be learned 
by living in a new way. For this 
experiment, I want to eliminate 
stress. 
Like many of my fellow 
students, I am trying to balance 
a full course load, an internship, 
extracurricular activities, a tight 
budget, job hunting and a social 
life. When I feel as though I don't 
have enough time to accomplish 
all my tasks, 1 get stressed. For 
me, this means a general anxiety 
that has a noticeably negative 
affect on my general emotional 
health, physical health, sleeping 
habits and cleanliness. 
If I'm really stressed, I can't 
sleep because I'm too focused on 
what 1 have to do. I get shoulder 
aches, heartburn, acne and often­
times I get sick. I feel miserable 
and in order to use my time ef­
ficiently, the first things to go are 
my chores - keeping my car and 
room clean, laundry and staying 
organized. All these symptoms of 
stress only make me more anx­
ious. Based on my full plate of 
responsibilities and my inability 
to cope with stress, I am on the 
high road to becoming a basket 
case this semester. 
In order to improve my 
quality of life by eliminating 
stress, I am going to make my 
well-being a priority and par­
ticipate in very common stress-
relieving techniques. In the past, 
I would chuckle at the notion of 
wasting time to meditate when I 
had a three page to-do list, but 
for these two weeks, I am going 
to embrace meditation, as well 
as other stress reducing activi­
ties. 
The most commonly pre­
scribed relaxation activities in­
clude breathing exercises, medi­
tation, homeopathic remedies, 
exercise, healthy diet, keeping a 
journal, reducing caffeine intake, 
drinking tea, baths, stretching, 
listening to music and keeping a 
garden. I don't want to become 
stressed with my anti-stress to do 
list so I am going to make a clear 
set of rules that I will follow on a 
day-to-day basis and if I break a 
rule, I won't beat myself up over 
it. Here are my stress-free daily 
guidelines: 
1. Deep breathing and medita­
tion will start and end my day. 
The iTunes store has many free 
guided meditation podcasts and 
apps. Since I don't really know 
anything about meditation, 1 am 
going to load up my iPhone with 
podcasts. 
2. Take a homeopathic (all natu­
ral, plant based) supplement that 
is formulated to reduce stress. 
Ginseng is commonly used as a remedy for stress 
and can be purchased at the grocery store. 
3. No more Diet Coke. I will be first to admit, 
I have a problem. I am addicted to Diet Coke. 
For these two weeks, 1 will say goodbye to 
Coke and its caffeine and hello to herbal 
teas. (A little part of me just died with that 
statement... Okay, a big part of me.) 
4. A regimen of exercise for 30 minutes 
daily including stretching. This will prob­
ably manifest itself in an evening bike 
ride. 
5. Eat a balanced diet. Typically when I get 
my Diet Coke, I grab a candy bar or chips 
to munch on as well. For these two weeks, I 
am going to be bringing my lunch to school, 
which will now be healthy and balanced. 
6. Listening to music between classes. 
7. Though I don't exactly have the space for 
a garden, I will compromise and get myself 
a potted plant to tend to. I have a black 
thumb when it comes to garden­
ing so I will be investing 
in a "very hard to kill" 

















UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE 
F O R  H E A L T H  S C I E N C E S  
Ljoov cay 
fa cnjy direction... 
Physical and Occupational Therapy Degree 
Program Open House 
Friday, September 24, 2010 
5:30 pm - 7:30 pm 
Join us in beautiful San Diego, CA to learn about how a career in 
Physical Therapy or Occupational Therapy could change your 
life. 
Attend our Open House to meet with the faculty and students of 
the University of St. Augustine (USA). View hands-on 
demonstrations, learn about the continuously growing professions 
of Physical and Occupational Therapy, and take a tour of our 
beautiful California campus. 
USA is a graduate institution that focuses solely on health science 
education. It is our mission to provide professional development 
to health care providers through innovative and individualized 
education. We look forward to meeting you on campus and 
sharing wi th  you al l  that  our  univers i ty  has  to  offer .  
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN! 
SECURE SELF STORAGE 
Old Town/Annex 
4835 Pacific Highway, SD 92110 
#619-692-1116 
Point Lorn a 
3865 Rosecrans St. SD 92110 
#619-294-2316 
4S3& few? 
HWY U 7 
TAVtOR is/ 
* STUDENT DISCOUNTS* 
w w w. secure -sel fstorage .com 
To RSVP, please visit us at www.USO.edu and click on the 
"Events" tab. If you have any further questions, 
please call Kelly Kuecker at (800) 241-1027, ext. 235. 
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STUDENT INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COUNCIL 
GOES INTERNATIONAL 
SE HACE INTERNACIONAL • DIVENTA INTERNAZIONALE 
By Deep Bedi 
President of the Student International Business Council 
The Student International Business Council (SIBC) is a student-led organization that was started at Notre Dame over 20 years ago and has 
expanded to campuses such as Benedictine College and here at the University of San Diego. At USD, SIBC leads with a vision of "Peace through 
Commerce." They develop projects with international firms that coincide with their vision, send students abroad on fully funded trips, as well as in­
ternships, and allow everyone to benefit from the experience of their various guest speakers. They have eight planned projects and competitions this 
year spanning all facets of the business world from economics to finance to marketing and more. 
This past summer, SIBC sponsored 11 students on various trips around the globe as a reward for their hard work and dedication to SIBC's yearly 
projects. One of these projects sent three students across the world to Sierra Leone, Africa, where the students worked with local entrepreneurs, first 
hand, to help develop businesses. The students, Rita Costa, Silvana DelPiccolo and Deep Bedi, worked with Peace-Links, a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to promoting a positive change with young people of war torn Sierra Leone. Equipped with a lecture plan on basic principles of business, 
accounting, entrepreneurship and leadership, these three students held a training course for 35 young entrepreneurs with the intention of empowering 
the youth to be self-reliant and self-employed. This marked the beginning of a fruitful relationship between the SIBC and Peace-Links Sierra Leone. 
The SIBC hopes to build off of this. They are currently developing a microfinance fund to aid other entrepreneurs in West Africa with their business 
aspirations. 
SIBC has also committed their efforts into developing student leaders that will go on to play a fundamental role of peace in the international com­
munity. They sponsored two students, Rita Costa and Andrew CflSuch, to travel to Italy for the Lucca Leadership Conference. This transformational 
leadership course intends to equip people to activate and lead sustainable change that uplifts the world around them. The students developed the inner 
resources of a leader as it applied to them and learned the skills and abilities required to apply this leadership in practice. By graduating this course, 
SIBC hopes to empower these students to use their leadership skills not only within the council, but in any field they pursue after college. 
SIBC has also sponsored several other projects. Here are the stories of students who participated. 
' 
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
By Kristen Gephart 
President of the Bullpen Foundation 
The Dominican Republic is a laid-back. Third World country with plenty of character, endless meringue music and an extreme love for baseball. 
Through a unique partnership between USD's Student International Business Council and The Bullpen Foundation-LLC (a unique organization that is aim­
ing to repair the effects that Major League Baseball has had on the island), another student and I were provided the opportunity and funding to travel to the 
Dominican Republic this past summer to help further develop the Bullpen Foundation and spread the Council's mission of "Peace Through Commerce." 
In MLB's attempt to loster the best baseball talent in Latin America, they have created a multitude of adolescents with no foreseeable future. The youth 
that filter through the MLB system in the Dominican Republic forgo an education for the hopes of having success in baseball. Unfortunately, the majority 
of the MLB hopefuls never make it to the United States to play in the major leagues. 
I discovered this faulty system last year on my first trip to the Dominican Republic, also sponsored by the SIBC. This trip was created through a relation­
ship the SIBC formed with the San Diego Padres. The trip was intended to encourage USD students to devise ways in which they could benefit the country 
or the players, and through this the Bullpen Foundation-LLC was bom. 
Through the encouragement of executives of the San Diego Padres and the SIBC, Chris Cardinale and myself traveled to the Dominican Republic this 
last summer to seek information and contacts that could help facilitate the operations of the Bullpen Foundation. 
Chris and I were fortunate enough to meet with Sandy Alderson, former CEO of the San Diego Padres and currently the director in charge of MLB's 
operations in the Dominican Republic. In addition, we were able to interview other MLB personnel, who guided us in developing a new business strategy. 
A unique nonprofit was bom from the travel opportunities provided by the SIBC, and through continued support has allowed for multiple students to 
travel to the Dominican Republic to pursue its development. As is the case with most international business operations, face-to-face interaction is crucial, 
therefore this summer's trip to the Dominican Republic was essential to the continued success and support of the Bullpen Foundation. 
Dominican Republic Photo by Kristen Gensler 
THE POWERFUL RAINFOREST EXPERIENCE 
Bv Erick Koon 
Marketing Director and Guayaki Project Leader of the Student International Business Council 
Ever wonder if your food or beverage choices are actually making a difference in the world? Is paying an extra dollar for a fair-trade or organic product 
really worth it? Maybe as a college skeptic you've pondered such questions while staring at the plethora of products in Tu Mercado, or other supermarkets 
like Whole Foods. Though I cannot vouch for every company that claims to be "fair and green," myself and four other members of SIBC can stand behind 
the claims and business model of Guayaki Sustainable Rainforest Products Inc. Our trip to the rainforests of Argentina and Paraguay this past summer was an 
inspirational experience that attests to the power of a for-profit company with hopes to restore the rainforests of South America and revitalize a community 
of indigenous people. 
The name of the company, Guayaki (Gwy-uh-kee), is in honor of the nomadic tribes of the Ache Guayaki people. They remained an elusive group until 
the 1950s when deforestation upon their hunting territories brought them into constant conflict with the settlers' interest of further expansion. As their rain­
forest home became smaller and injustices against the tribes became bigger, the numerous Ache tribes emerged from the forest to settle. They are some of 
the original consumers of the sacred yerba mate tree, whose leaves are prepared to stimulate the mind and nourish the body through a hot, tea-like beverage. 
Currently, yerba mate is the most widely consumed caffeinated beverage in both Argentina and Paraguay. The company hopes to emerge in other mate mar­
kets, especially college campuses. The SIBC teamed up with Guayaki last year to promote their drinks at USD and after a successful year, we were rewarded 
with a summer trip to visit the company's plantations. 
Following a plane ride to Buenos Aires, a bus trip to Northern Argentina, a river crossing into Paraguay and a muddy truck ride through the jungle, we 
somehow found ourselves in the heart and soul of Guayaki's business model: the Ache Guayaki Community. Their idea is simple, yet revolutionary. Since 
yerba mate is a native tree to the rainforest, why not grow other native trees above the mate and ultimately restore the land and its biodiversity, all the while 
producing what is considered to be some of the best mate on the market? I was astonished when I witnessed the ruggedness of the plantation. 
Our trip confirmed that Guayaki's noble business model is working and their mission of restoring 200,000 acres of rainforest and providing 1,000 fair 
wage jobs in South America by 2020 is of utmost sincerity. Hopefully, the stories of our travels can ease the skeptical mind the next time you step foot in Tu 
Mercado to pick up a cold bottle or can of Guayaki Yerba Mate. 
Erick wrote a journal entry about his experiences in Paraguay. Read his story below. 
JUNE I, 2010 
Ache Guayaki Rainforest Preserve in Paraguay 
I can't believe where I am right now. I'm sitting on a tree stump next to a small fire with my new friend, Rafel, in the Middle of Paraguay writing after 
an incredible day. We got up at 5:15 a.m. today and Grant was the first and only one to take a 60° Fahrenheit cold shower. After hearing him huffing and 
gasping, I opted for the face dab. We packed up, filled the thermoses with mate and hit the road before 6:30 a.m. We drove through the Ache community 
and arrived at the mini-mate factoiy to setup camp. Immediately, the kids surrounded the car and helped us unload our things. One 5-year-old boy put my 
30-pound backpack on and trucked it. The children here are really something. They are simply happy. Their innocence radiates about them. Kate was the first 
to discover that she loved being chased and proceeded to make ridiculous monster noises while the children screamed with glee and fled. Sander eventually 
figured out that he loved being chased by "un moto" with arms spread like an airplane, so I had a lip-flabbing standoff with three of the kids. I caught a few 
butterflies with some of the girls and they loved it. In fact, they loved everything we did, as if every move we made was a hysterical joke. It felt amazing. 
We set out to the plantations and I truly was not mentally prepared for what we would witness. I had my expectations, which were totally inadequate 
compared to the true reality of this mate rainforest. We set out on a road (practically a tunnel in the rainforest) while our guide, Nelson, hacked away at 
weeds trying to take over the opportune space. We arrive 20 minutes later walking to a very dense field. I looked around and remembered the scene I had 
imagined: a larger, taller forest surrounding the small mate trees. What I had not imagined was what the ground beneath would be like. To my great surprise, 
the ground and surroundings felt wild. Logs, branches, bushes and other shmbs permeated the area. The biggest surprise was the soil. The first time Nelson 
dug his hands into the soil and showed the spongy, decaying, black top layer with the soft, brown soil underneath, I knew that this land was different. As we 
walked, it was not simply walking through the perfect columns of mate that we had seen in Argentina. We had to hike through the columns of mate. "Watch 
your step," "vines there," "sink hole there" and "go around" were all common warnings being exclaimed around us. It was magical. The diversity of all the 
wildlife! Butterflies and moths were everywhere! Spiders were living on the mate and caterpillars and cocoons were a normal sight. I had to be reminded 
that we were on a yerba mate plantation and not just a nature hike. This went on for another 40 minutes while Nelson occasionally stopped to speak about 
the facts, figures and meaning of all this. Then we reached the edge of the plantation. It was simply a wall of vines and dense trees; uncut rainforest. To think 
how much of it is gone is a frightful thought. I mean, it's one thing if the land had a low carrying capacity and was a grass plain before being cultivated for 
farm use, but to see how wild and tall this land could be and to see it so flat and demolished all across the countryside is truly a loss. Call it ignorance but I 
simply did not know how dire this land was. I still can't believe I'm here in the middle of the Paraguayan rainforest at 12:11 a.m. writing by myself next to 
the mini-mate fabrica. 
I feel so honored to be here. To share in this community with its hospitality and generosity is really something special. Planting mate trees today was 
a blessing that I will never forget (the five of us hand-planted over 70 trees in a new plot of land). I really do have a new outlook on what Guayaki is doing. 
I was always in love with their idea and business model, it is a reality and it is happening in the exact spot I'm sitting. I've been here, I know what has to be 
done and I can't wait to get back. 
If you'd like to try Guayaki's products, come by the SLP on Wednesdays at the Farmer's Market between 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. If you'd likp to get involved with the SIBC or 
with this group, come by our meetings on Tuesdays in IPJ 217A at 12:15. To see a full narrative of our trip, check out sandiego.edu/sibc. 
Background photo by SF Brit/Flickr cc 
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Lucca, Italy Photo by Deep Bedi Lucca, Italy Photo by Deep Bedi Ach6 school, Paraguay Photo by Erick Koon 
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Brew me up a cup of tea 
Study and sip at these SD hangouts 
VMAzed? 
By Mitch Martineau 
My Sunday evenings are al­
ways reserved for homework, and 
there are rarely exceptions. This is 
primarily because Sunday morn­
ings and afternoons are reserved 
for watching football, which 
naturally requires me to reserve 
the evening in preparation for the 
school week. The only exception 
to this rule is when the Green Bay 
Packers are losing. In this hope­
fully rare instance I would choose 
to finish my homework during the 
day to avoid the pain of witnessing 
my Packers lose. 
On this given Sunday, how­
ever, the Packers won, which left 
me no choice but to finish my 
homework in the evening. Little 
did I know that I would be dis­
tracted by an incredibly powerful 
force called the MTV Video Mu­
sic Awards. When I turned on the 
T.V. to take a break from studying 
I stumbled across the VMAs. It's 
not often that I watch MTV or lis­
ten to the music that they were giv­
ing awards to, but I could not keep 
myself from becoming entirely 
enthralled by this Sunday evening 
programming. 
The first performance that I 
watched was this tiny kid named 
Justin Bieber, who was obviously 
lip-syncing, but was dancing like a 
maniac. I had heard rumors about 
this child phenom, but when he 
hopped on a drum set and started 
rocking out I bec'ame even more 
mesmerized by the VMAs. I 
thought to myself, "What could 
possibly be next?" 
The next award was for Best 
Pop Video. I recognized the nomi­
nated songs enough to be rooting 
for "Video Phone" by Beyonce, 
which is by far the creepiest pop 
song released in a very long time. 
The droning bass line of "Video 
Phone" will never cease to give 
me nightmares. To my disappoint­
ment, "Bad Romance" by Lady 
Gaga won the award. Even though 
Lady Gaga and Beyonce have 
been working closely together for 
the past year, Beyonce has Lady 
Gaga beat by far because Beyonce 
doesn't need weird feathers and 
hats to make her awesome. Grant­
ed, it is difficult to be original and 
set yourself apart these days in the 
music industry, but one can only 
be so creative and original (Lady 
Gaga) when the artist constantly 
reminds us about how creative 
and original they are. Originality 
should speak for itself. 
Since some of the nominated 
artists have little natural abili­
ties besides knowing an amazing 
amount of talented people that 
will produce their music, my vote 
will always go to the best dancer. 
Dancing is a skill that is very hard 
to fake. With sound production 
technologies these days, a cute 
puppy could be made into a pop 
sensation, but it would be incred­
ibly difficult to teach this puppy 
to dance as well as Ushe»or Justin 
Bieber. This is why I vote for the 
VMAs to become a dance com­
petition where artists can actually 
showcase their God-given talents. 
Bv Sara Johnson 
Caffeine. You can take away 
the car, the credit card and the 
meal plan, but don't take away 
a college student's access to caf­
feine. No matter the size, the 
shape or the flavor, coffee and 
tea keep us awake while we pour 
over pages of dense textbooks 
or sluggishly type up a research 
paper, often in the middle of the 
night. My personal dependence 
sent me in search of San Diego's 
perfect coffee shop. 
"Why a coffee shop, instead 
of brewing my own," you might 
ask? Well, coffee shops have two 
important features. First, they 
aren't an apartment or house, 
therefore making concentration 
far easier (without the distractions 
of television, roommates and a 
dozen other things one might 
enjoy doing rather than study­
ing). Secondly, coffee shops 
have a variety of ways to enjoy 
caffeine. 
With large numbers of 
students living off-campus 
at the beach, it made sense to 
search for a soothing coffee 
spot for the USD students 
that live in either Mission 
and Pacific Beach. It was 
there that I found a tiny purple 
shack called the Javanican 
Coffee House (more com­
monly known as the Purple 
Cafe). 
Located at the 
corner of Grand 
Ave and Cass St in 
Pacific Beach, the 
vibe was ideal for 
caffeine junkies of 
all sorts. The lavender 
interior and exterior evoke 
a welcoming aura, while you're 
simultaneously overwhelmed with 
the intoxicating smell of freshly 
brewed coffee. The background 
jazz and the couches make the 
Javanican a perfect place to plop 
yourself to study for a few hours, 
while sipping a Yerba Mate or 
one of their famous blended iced 
coffee drinks (similar to frappuc-
cinos, but far better). To top it all 
off, Javanican has an extensive 
menu of breakfast and lunch foods 
that serve well as brain food. 
The overall "homey" feeling of 
this cafe, along with its eclectic 
art and decor, makes Javanican 
ideal for writing a research paper, 
catching up with a friend or even 
writing your Vista article. 
Because we live in one of 
the most perfect places on earth, 
beach days hoard our weekends. 
USD students often frequent La 
Jolla for the cleaner beaches and 
fantastic res­
taurant scene. Should you find 
yourself in La Jolla for a day 
lounging by the water and you sud­
denly remember you still have to 
read a few hundred pages for class 
on Monday, the Living Room is 
the place to go. A small cafe (and 
hookah bar in the evenings) off of 
Prospect Street, the Living Room 
is tucked almost underground yet 
still seems to attract a loyal fol­
lowing. Known specifically for 
their delicious blended coffees 
and extensive menu, the Living 
Room mixes their Middle Eastern 
and Oriental art with decorative 
tables and ornate couches to ac­
commodate the masses. Often 
crowded, the space never seems 
too loud and frequently has bands 
like Thievery Corporation and the 
John Butler Trio spilling from the 
speakers.The fantastic service and 
friendly staff seem consistent and 





For those who don't make it 
off campus often, the best option 
remains our very own Aromas, 
tucked into the side of Maher 
Hall. Paul Klee's art decorates the 
warm colored walls, and music 
keeps the mood uplifting. The va­
riety of tunes can range from Jack 
Johnson or John Mayer in the 
mellow mornings, to Prince and 
Bob Marley during the energetic 
afternoons. One perk of this com­
fortable hangout spot is the Ryan 
Brothers Coffee, a local alumni-
owned company that produces all 
of the coffee brewed at Aromas. 
Not only can you grab a bold cup 
of coffee (the specialty mochas 
are some of the best drinks there), 
but Aromas also offers a variety 
of teas and tea lattes. Student 
favorites include Red Rooster 
Vanilla, Green Envy and their 
classic Chai Tea Latte. Lastly, 
snack items range from sushi and 
muffins, to fruit and pastries of 
all types, available from 7 a.m. 
to closing time. The only draw­
back of Aromas is that during 
midterms and finals weeks, the 
10-minute rush between classes 
can cause lines to form out both 
doors. Otherwise, Aromas serves 
as a perfect study spot for a 
great number of USD students. 
Other options for students 
around the USD area are Cafe 
Mono (3833 Mission Blvd.); Cafe 
Bassam, a European-style coffee 
house located in downtown (3088 
5th Ave.); Lestat's Coffee House, 
which is open 24-hours a day 
with live music every night (3343 
Adams Ave.); Cream Coffee, 
located in University Heights 
(4496 Park Blvd.); or Cafe 976, 
a more serene coffee shop tucked 
into a garden-like setting in Pa­
cific Beach (976 Felspar St.). 
ren Millslagle/TheVista 
Stm/fne Vist. 
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Exploring Diego's impressive music scene 
By Mercedes Kastner 
San Diego is often the final 
California destination for bands 
large and small. While one does 
not always have a choice as to 
where they will see a band per­
form, one is always entitled to a 
preference. 
Located in what was pre­
viously the Mann Sports Arena 
theaters, SOMA is known to fans 
for both its aggressive punk per­
formances and chill indie shows. 
Although it may seem contradic­
tory, the venue is small enough 
with a 2,400 person capacity at 
the main stage to accommodate 
bands that want more intimate 
and relaxed concerts as well 
as bands that want their fans to 
show support through swinging 
arms in mosh pits. Artists like 
the Yeah Yeah Yeahs and NOFX 
have given equally memorable 
performances, putting SOMA 
on the map for high school and 
college kids alike. Security is 
relatively tight, so anyone caught 
drinking in the crowd or throw­
ing a punch is likely to be thrown 
out. 
Upcoming artists include 
Suicide Silence, All that Remains, 
Vampire Weekend and Beach 
House. You can also occasion­
ally catch a local band perform­
ing on the side stage for a great 
deal. Ticket prices run anywhere 
between $8 and $30 and there are 
no service charges if purchased 
at the SOMA box office. SOMA 
welcomes all ages, but make sure 
to wear your comfy shoes, kids, 
the venue is standing-only. 
Decidedly one of the best 
and most well-known small ven­
ues in all of San Diego, the Cas-
bah is a holy Mecca to fans of all 
types of music. Open since 1989, 
they've hosted bands like Nirva­
na, Smashing Pumpkins and the 
Lemonheads before these bands 
got popular. More recently, indie 
greats like MGMT, Arcade Fire, 
Band of Horses and Death Cab 
for Cutie have graced the stage 
within the venue. 
Located downtown with a 
capacity of around 200, the Cas-
bah is relatively small and low-
key. However, with pool tables, 
pinball, a smoking area and a full 
bar, the space offers much more 
than just great music. For bands 
that want a larger venue, the Cas-
bah often hosts shows at ven­
ues like SOMA and the House 
of Blues. Upcoming shows at 
SOMA through the Casbah in­
clude Spoon, Interpol, and the 
Black Keys. 
The venue is strictly 21 and 
up but ticket prices and cover 
charges are extremely cheap, 
ranging anywhere from $15 to 
free. The Casbah is a great venue 
to catch your favorite artist if 
they're lucky enough to get to 
play there. 
Located downtown in the 
Gaslamp Quarter, the House of 
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Brianne McGann at usdvpmembership@gmail.com 
For more information, please visit 
www.sandiego.edu/panhellenic 
Sorority liacruitrnerit 
J a n u a r y .  1 9 - 2 3 ,  2 0 1 1  
GREEK LIFE 
Skip the parking. Forget the traffic. 
Buy an MTS Student Semester Pass. 
Unlimited Bus and Trolley rides all semester long! 
Tli-JJ at the UC Ticket Office 
On sale August 23 - October 11, 2010 
Valid August 25 - December 31,2010 
Limit one pass per student. Student JD required for purchase. No refunds, no exceptions, void if removed, 
includes a $1S USD subsidy 55 Connect with MTS Twitter: @sdmts Facebook: www.facebook.com/sdmts 
www.sdmts.com 
Blues is generally an all-around 
good time. Featuring an attached 
restaurant area and souvenir 
store, music fans can plan their 
entire night at the venue. If you 
want to get close to the stage then 
you will be standing, but with a 
capacity of 1,000, two floors and 
plenty of sitting areas, HOB is 
roomy enough. 
Since the House of Blue's 
well-known name draws in 
popular performers, artists from 
Ratatat and Matt & Kim, to Tech 
N9ne and E-40 all have upcom­
ing shows. DJs and electronic 
artists like Paul Oakenfold, Le 
Castle Vania and Bassnectar are 
also performing this fall. The 
only hit-or-miss quality about 
this venue is the cost. Tickets can 
run concert-goers up to $60 and 
some shows are all ages, while 
others are 21 and up. 
If you're interested in hav­
ing a night you may or may not 
remember, Belly Up Tavern is the 
place for you. Located in Solana 
Beach, the Tavern has a great 
atmosphere with a full bar, nu­
merous happy hour specials and 
DJs or cover bands consistently 
playing in the background. Belly 
Up also has performances by 
original-music bands, and a few 
of their upcoming performers 
include Calexico, Built to Spill 
and Dead Confederate. They 
advertise themselves as San Di­
ego's best live music venue and 
have won the San Diego Union 
Tribune's "Best Of' award in the 
past. 
Since it is primarily a bar. 
Belly Up Tavern is clearly 21 and 
up. There is plenty of seating as 
well as standing room, and a res­
taurant next-door. For live bands, 
the space is generally opened 
up to accommodate more fans. 
Ticket prices or cover charges 
range between $5 and $28. 
I 
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Altering 
your zones La Puerta: Door to Satisfaction 
Apple's half baked social network 
By Kaitlin Perry 
As much as 1 despise the 
word "blog," I love the noun the 
letters represent. When I was first 
introduced to the Internet around 
fifth or sixth grade, I wasted my 
time searching for the inappropri­
ate articles that my mom tore out 
of my magazines before I had a 
chance to read them. 
Once I became a college 
student, I began to focus more on 
my love for music, and the only 
way I could nurture that love was 
by reading about new bands on 
blogs, and by writing about my 
new favorites for The Vista. It's a 
cycle I began when I was a fresh­
man, and a cycle I don't believe 
I will ever escape, with special 
thanks to alteredzones.com 
Alteredzones.com is a sister 
site to Pitchfork.com, the snooti­
est sell out music website of our 
time (in my opinion). It's con­
nection to Pitchfork was a bit of 
a turnoff to me at first, but when 
I typed in the site address and hit 
enter, the background images hit 
me like an unforgettable trip, and I 
was an instant, avid fan. And then 
I started listening to the music, 
and I melted into my second-hand 
leather couch and forgot about all 
of my responsibilities, including 
my dinner plans, for which I was 
late. 
What's best about Altered 
Zones isn't its incredible back­
ground images (which change 
every time you refresh the page) 
or its impressive list of contribut­
ing blogs and writers. It's the type 
of music it focuses on. Altered 
Zones serves as an outlet for 
those who are willing to express 
their love for an adventurous, 
"left-field" musician, and right­
fully so, as this type of musician 
is the future of music for the gen­
erations beyond our time. 
I could go on and list my fa­
vorite writers and discoveries, but 
that really means nothing to any­
body else. Weird music appeals to 
different people for different rea­
sons, and, to be honest, the only 
reason I clicked play on most of 
the song links was because of the 
band's album art or creative name 
(who wouldn't want to listen to a 
band called Soft Cat?). Neverthe­
less, I highly recommend hitting 
play on the first song link in the 
first post at the top of the home 
page and taking advantage of the 
playlist feature that truly is the 
icing on the tasty cake that is Al­
tered Zones. 
Essentially, if you enjoy 
anything weird or are tired of the 
norm, visit alteredzones.com. It 
provides you with entertaining, 
passionate blog posts, embedded, 
exhilarating music videos and a 
perfect playlist for an interesting 
musical adventure via the web. 
But beware, this much meditative 
droney-ness in one sitting can 
make you feel extremely hope­
ful about the responsibilities and 
daily life acts that lay ahead of 
you. 
By Lindsey Weintraub 
Ping is Apple's latest 
attempt to woo customers into 
the iTunes music store. After 
downloading the latest version 
of iTunes, users will immediately 
notice that grayscale drear now 
replaces the once charming 
icon colors that previously 
highlighted different options in 
the left column. 
After clicking on Ping, 
which is now just under the iTunes 
Store, one will be presented 
with a cover page which states, 
"Follow your favorite artists and 
friends to discover music they're 
talking about, listening to, and 
downloading." 
If one chooses to get a Ping 
account, iTunes throws another 
one of their many agreements to 
terms and conditions and then 
leads the new Ping user to set up 
an account profile. 
It is hauntingly like 
My Space, except no one is on 
Ping. One is given the option to 
enter their first and last name, 
gender, photo, "Where I live" 
and an "About Me." 
Sounds all too familiar. If 
I'm looking to "discover" new 
music, I probably don't need to 
know that you like the sound of 
rain, the smell of fresh baked 
cookies, finding twenty dollars 
in your back pocket or that you 
enjoy laughing with friends. 
Users are also given the 
option to choose "Genres I Like." 
Except that there is a maximum 
of three genres, which seems 
contradictory to the concept of 
finding new music by limiting 
users to only a few genres. iTunes 
immediately suggests further 
marginalizing the chances of 
finding new music by keying 
into what users probably already 
have a lot of in their library. 
Then the user is lead to a 
page that allows them to choose 
whether to automatically display 
"the music I like, rate, review or 
purchase," manually pick music 
to be displayed, or opt out of 
displaying at all. 
Users can search songs for 
their music to be displayed, but 
when most music aficionados 
have a wealth of songs and 
artists to choose from, it's hard 
to even decide where to start. 
It also appears that in order to 
display music, the music in the 
user's library must have album 
artwork, which further narrows 
the musical scope. 
Users also can choose 
whether to allow people to 
"follow me," with or without 
approval, or to not allow 
followers. This sounds strangely 
reminiscent of a cult and if one 
didn't feel creepy enough with 
Facebook's general stalking 
style, then this does not ease the 
feeling of invasion. 
Finally, the user makes it 
to the Ping homepage. To my 
delight, iTunes recommended 
Shakira, Coldplay, Katy Perry, 
Sara Bareilles, Lady Gaga, and 
Ke$ha for a fresh breath of 
musical air. Thrilled with the 
ample possibilities provided 
by these unheard of artists, I 
joyfully entered an emporium 
of newfound music love. Wait... 
this sounds familiar; I think I've 
heard these artists on the radio 
before. 
While this idea could 
have had potential, navigation 
is not intuitive and it doesn't 
come close to accomplishing its 
desired effects: discovering new 
music or learning about friends' 
musical tastes. It looks like 
this social network needs some 
work. Does anybody know Mark 
Zuckerberg's number? 
By Rachel Boesenberg 
San Diego's Gaslamp Quar­
ter provides a vast array of res­
taurants, bars and charming little 
cafes. While this treasure trove of 
eateries allows for delicious new 
experiences whenever you desire, 
it is often difficult to determine 
where to find the best bang for 
your buck. 
While searching for an af­
fordable happy hour downtown, a 
friend of mine stumbled upon La 
Puerta (560 4th Ave) and insisted 
that we make it a priority to ex­
pand our palates with well priced 
Mexican food and drinks. This 
downtown bar boasts a Happy 
Hour from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. daily 
that is sure to satisfy any cus­
tomer. 




under $10), La 
Puerta bolsters 
its appeal by 
offering late 
night drink and 
food specials. 
Standout nights 




all drinks and 
appetizers all 
night; Tuesday 
- $2 TJ Dawgs, 
$2 Street Tacos 
and $2 Tecate or 
Tecate Lights all 
night; Wednes­
day - $2 and $3 
drafts between 
10 p.m. and 
close; and Sun­
day, all cocktails 
are half-price af­
ter 10 p.m. 
Time and 
time again, I find 
myself drawn 
to the blended 
mojito, which is known as "Mr. 
MoJo Risin'" according to their 
specialty cocktails menu. The 
frozen mojito blends Bacardi Su­
perior, Bacardi Limon, and fresh 
mint together to form a drink that 
is flush with flecks of mint leaf. 
The "Mr. MoJo Risin'" is served 
in a chilled mug and is generally 
consumed faster than you can say, 
"Man... The Doors were such a 
great band." 
Senior Kyla McKenna is a 
fan of the "Organic Electricity" 
margarita. This specialty drink 
is an infusion of fresh squeezed 
lime juice, agave nectar and or­
ganic Casa Noble tequila. Served 
in a martini glass, the "Organic 
Electricity" is a classy alternative 
to other margaritas that arrive in 
the standard oversized glass. 
Arts & Culture Editor, 
Mitch Martineau, prefers the 
Firestone IPA draft. It is the same 
price as any of the cheapest beers 
in the bar (and tastes that much 
better due to this fact). 
If you're looking for a twist 
on the traditional beer, try out La 
Puerta's take on the classic Mexi­
can michelada. Served over ice, 
the "Barracuda" mixes "lime juice 
and a beer of your choice. 
As with any commendable 
meal, drinks are best enjoyed 
when served with tasty food. Aged 
red wine is to artisanal cheese as 
beer is to Mexican food, and La 
Puerta knows this irrefutable fact. 
The cochinita (pork) quesadilla is 
hard to pass up during happy hour 
at only $4.50 for eight sizeable 
slices of heaven. The flautitas are 
only $3 during happy hour and 
have appeased the hunger pangs 
of this vegetarian on many occa­
sions. 
However, the prize for best 
appetizer goes to the guacamole 
plate, hands down. This favorite 
contains fresh avocado, Serrano 
peppers, tomato, onion, cilantro, 
lime and the most substantial 
chunks of panela cheese that your 
mouth has ever had the privilege 
of tasting. Other tempting dishes 
include tacos, burritos, enchila­
das, tortas, and ensaladas (for the 
health-conscious glutton). If you 
have a sweet tooth, the $3 flan 
may be worth a try. 
Beyond all this, La Puerta 
is perhaps best known for their 
extensive Tequila list. While the 
bartenders are willing to mix te­
quila into their specialty cock­
tails, it seems that they are much 
more enthusiastic about making 
recommendations from their col­
lection of more than 70 different 
brands of tequila. 
On Sunday mornings the bar 
transforms into a brunch locale, 
while still maintaining its alluring 
laid-back ambiance with DJ spun 
music. The brunch menu is avail­
able from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with 
its main attraction being $1 mi­
mosas made with fresh squeezed 
orange juice. Once again, all food 
items on the menu 
are less then $10. 
With plates rang­
ing from the 





ferings are sure 





er to the hesitant 
vegetarian, this 
bar is a mecca of 
well-priced food 
and drinks that 
will leave you 
feeling utterly 
content. As the 
website claims, 
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"Maturity is a bitter disappointment for which no 
remedy exists, unless laughter could be said to remedy 
anything." - KURT VoNNEGUT 
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Equalize, volumize and enjoy 
ARCADE FIRE THE DEAD WEATHER THE NATIONAL 
"The Suburbs" 
Quite easily the most antici­
pated album of 2010 was Arcade 
Fire's, "The Suburbs," a look 
into, you guessed it, suburban 
lifestyle. While the album does 
not completely call out suburbia 
for its tendency to place a bubble 
around the minds of developing 
children, it leans toward the no­
tion that being in one place for an 
extended period of time can be­
come tiresome and routine. 
Aside from criticizing the 
suburban bubble, frontman Win 
Butler seems to go one step fur­
ther, taking swings at the hipster 
culture and their inexperienced 
way of thinking about the "mod­
ern" world. There is an overall 
theme questioning the absurd 
mentality of young adults today 
and the excessive trend-follow­
ing. "Suburban War" and "Month 
of May" are tracks that hint at this 
theme. 
Musically, it's easy to say 
there is the genius talent of a 
plethora of musicians. "Sprawl 
II (Mountains Beyound Moun­
tains)" is a standout track. It does 
not sound like any other song 
by Arcade Fire, due to its heavy 
electronic influences. This album 
(and all other Arcade Fire albums) 
is on a need to hear basis. 
By Ryan Coghill 
"Sea of Cowards" 
It is virtually impossible to 
be wrong when banking on the 
fact that Jack White's newest so-
called "side project" will produce 
a worthy product. Although The 
Dead Weather released their latest 
album, "Sea of Cowards" back in 
mid-May, many of us students 
were busy studying for finals and 
unable give the work a fair listen. 
As opposed to their debut 
"Horehound," "Sea of Cowards" 
is noticeably much darker, found 
in the high-pitched riffs but heard 
most in Alison Mosshart's lyrics 
and tone, singing (more like evil 
laughing) the words "I'm mad" 
over and over. 
Despite the psychotic un­
dertones Mosshart implies about 
herself, every song is full of a 
passion that sounds as if the band 
began hitting their instruments 
with all their strength and some­
how the product was perfect har­
mony. However, it's obvious that 
White is a musical genius. As he 
modestly sits behind his drums 
banging away, he conducts his 
bandmates into a full-length mas­
terpiece from start to finish. 
As this band is only one 
year young, this is only a taste 
as to what will come in the near 
future. Two albums in one year is 
quite an accomplishment. 
By Ryan Coghill 
"High Violet" 
Lead singer Matt Beminger 
captures the painful realities of 
midlife routine and mundanity in 
The National's fifth full length al­
bum "High Violet." 
While a mid-life crisis 
is distant in most college stu­
dents' lives, the confused cry of 
Beminger still resonates strong to 
all demographics. The first track, 
"Terrible Love," begins with dis­
torted and distant guitar chords 
which clash in a natural way with 
Berninger's monotonic vocals. 
The musicality of The National is 
rivaled by few independent mu­
sicians of today. The National's 
more anthemic tracks showcase 
the depth of the band with strong 
hom lines and heavy percussion. 
Midlife is a time where 
Beminger finds himself straying 
from what he thought he wanted 
but confused about where this is 
taking him. "High Violet" blends 
uneasiness and tranquility, which 
is ultimately confusing but satis­
fying. This juxtaposition is suc­
cessful and emotional making this 
album a highlight of the summer. 
Bv Mitch Martineau 
THE ROOTS 
"How I Got Over" 
The Roots began as a popu­
lar hip hop group that are more 
recently known as the feature 
band on "Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon." Musically, The Roots 
are considered one of the most 
talented groups around. This at­
titude was further confirmed by 
the release of another classic al­
bum this summer. The Roots have 
taken a new direction that is fun, 
yet follows a mature sound that 
fuses stylish hiphop beats, soulful 
R&B and organic sounds in every 
track. 
By Kevin Joseph 
LIMOUSINES 
"Get Sharp" 
Bay Area natives Eric Vic-
torino and Gio Giusti, AKA The 
Limousines, dropped their first 
full-length album on May 28, 
"Get Sharp." The record includes 
their single "Very Busy People", 
a catchy electric pop beat that 
sums up current youth culture 
with lines including, " I've got 
an iPod like a pirate ship I'll sail 
the seas with fifty thousand songs 
I've never heard." 
The album itself reflects 
their unsigned status with a vari­
ety of different sounding tracks, 
but don't let that fool you, the 
Limousines are here to stay. The 
album as a whole echoes MGMT 
and Passion Pit with Victorino's 
almost whiny vocals layered on 
top of Giusti's poppy manufac­
tured music. 
If you're looking for an al­
bum that will get stuck in your 
head, "drop the needle pop a bot­
tle" and try on "Get Sharp." 
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book signing 
12 p.m. 
@ Warwick's Books 
La Jolla 




By Chris Hanneke 
I didn't want to write this 
column. 
I was all set to write about the 
addition of BYU to the WCC. It 
was supposed to be easy. I would 
explain BYU's credentials, make 
a few Mormon jokes, talk about 
how the addition would increase 
the notoriety of the conference 
and then wrap it up. Easy. 
But that was back when I still 
assumed the USD football team 
could bounce back from the hor­
rors of last season. 
That's what 1 get for assum­
ing things. 
Instead, as everyone knows, 
the team was destroyed by the 
team that used to be their perenial 
doormat, Asuza Pacfic, 42-14, 
then suffered another blow with 
a 32-3 thrashing at the hands of 
Southern Utah this past Saturday. 
It was just too depressing not 
to write about. And the worst part 
is it doesn't have to be this bad. 
Just two years ago, the Tore­
ros completed an impressive 9-2 
campaign. How hard it is to be­
lieve that the 2008 team was led 
by the same head coach. 
Because that 9-2 team had 
direction on the offensive side of 
the ball. 
Now, the playcalling seems 
no more complex than a 12-year-
old kid playing "Madden" on 
XBox and repeatedly using the 
"Ask Madden" feature. 
Two years ago, with then-
star-running back J.T. Rogan out 
with an injury, the Torero of­
fense relied on two newcomers, 
Phil Morelli and Matt Jelmini, to 
anchor the running game. What 
people fail to recognize is just 
how effective these two were at 
filling the void. Seriously, Google 
their numbers. 
Yet this season, just like last 
season, the coaching staff has 
failed to get these runners an op­
portunity to get back in to any 
sort of rhythm. 
In 2008, the strategy was 
clear. Morelli would be the work­
horse and Jelmini would fill in 
when the situation called for it. 
Now? That rhythm is gone. 
To the casual fan, the new 
strategy seems to be that if the 
back breaks through for a nice 
run. then he gets to stay out there 
and keep working. But should he 
be stopped, then it is time for him 
to come to the sidelines and the 
next guy to run out and take a 
shot. And the cycle repeats. 
The mismanagement of the 
running game is just one of the 
many glaring problems. 
If nothing changes, then the 
future of the Torero football pro­
gram may not be too bright. 
But that doesn't necessarily 
mean they won't win. It's worse. 
It means there may not even be a 
future to get excited about. But 
that's a story for a different day. 
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Women's soccer has tough 
week after impressive start 
Bv Joseph Shoen 
It was a frustrating week for 
the 17-ranked USD women's 
soccer team as the Lady Toreros 
played two nail-biters with little 
to show for their efforts. 
Having won four of their 
first five games, USD went 
into their Sept. 10 home match 
against Dartmouth (1-1-1) confi­
dent and playing well. However, 
Dartmouth's squad proved early 
that it was not going to lie down 
against the favored Lady Tore­
ros, battling USD to a scoreless 
tie in a first half in which only 
one shot was taken. 
Things picked up after the 
break, as Dartmouth found the 
net first on a Melisa Krnjaic 
header off a corner kick in the 
65 minute. Finding themselves 
trailing at home for the first time 
on the 2010 campaign, USD 
quickly went to work. After 
nearly scoring on a free kick mo­
ments after Krnjaic's goal, USD 
freshman Brittany Held put in a 
header off of Maggie Mcquire's 
pass in the 82nd minute to knot 
the game at one. The equal­
izer was Held's third goal of the 
young season. 
Of the goal-scoring play, 
Held said, "It shows the type of 
character our team has when you 
can come back from a 1 -0 deficit 
to tie up the game in the 82nd 
minute. Headers are only pos­
sible if you receive great service 
from a teammate, like Maggie 
did on that play." 
In overtime, USD was 
clearly tlje aggressor but Dart­
mouth refused to wilt under the 
pressure. Senior Jackie Zinke 
fired two shots in the second 
extra session but each was a bit 
off target as the Toreros earned 
the 1-1 tie. 
Looking to recapture their 
winning ways, the Toreros 
headed up to Irvine to take on 
the Anteaters of UCI on Sept. 
12. Unfortunately, their recent 
offensive struggles continued 
and they were shut out for the 
first time this season. 
In Irvine, the first half played 
out very similarly to the one 
against Dartmouth with neither 
team being able to score. The 
Lady Toreros also allowed an 
early second-half goal to UCI. 
as Courtney Goodson snuck one 
past USD's Courtney Parson's in 
the 57 minute to give the Anteat­
ers the lead. 
USD was unable to mount 
much of a rally for the remainder 
of the match, as they finished 
with only three shots on goal. Ir­
vine's defense held tight and the 
Anteaters were able to hold on to 
the slim 1-0 margin. USD, once 
4-0 on the season, fell to 4-2-1 
and are winless in their last three 
matches. 
The Lady Toreros will look 
to right the ship at home this 
week, as they play two matches 
at Torero Stadium. On Sept. 17, 
USD will take on Cal State Ba-
kersfield, and on Sept. 19 USD 
hosts the Vikings of Portland 
State. 
TorCfO Diary: Baseball dreams 
By Chris Engell 
As I wrapped up a very suc­
cessful senior season for the USD 
baseball team, I was not sure if 
my career would end there or if I 
would get the rare opportunity to 
play professional baseball. With 
the draft a month away, the idea of 
becoming a professional baseball 
player took over my thoughts. 
It had always been my dream 
to play in the major leagues and 
as the draft grew nearer, my 
dream started to become more of 
a reality. It was a long shot that 
I would get drafted in the 2010 
MLB First-Year Player Draft but 
with the numbers I put up in the 
previous season, I still felt that I 
had a good chance. 
The day of the draft was a 
huge day for the Torero baseball 
team as a whole because we had 
many extremely talented play­
ers that were all draft eligible 
and hoping for their name to be 
called. 
For me, though, after not re­
ceiving any word on the first or 
second day I grew very anxious, 
and by day three.I was glued to 
my computer screen. 
As round after round went by 
my dream of playing professional 
baseball was slipping away, and 
then it happened. The last round 
started and ended and I did not re­
ceive a phone call. I was crushed 
that I didn't get picked but I was 
happy for all of my teammates, 
as well as the other great college 
baseball players that did. 
However, there was still 
one more chance for me and that 
would be to sign a free-agent 
contract. Three weeks later, that's 
exactly what I did. 
It happened one morning 
when I was sitting on my couch 
and my phone rang. I didn't rec­
ognize the number but answered 
anyway. It was from the coach of 
an Independent team in Traverse 
City Michigan. He told me that 
they were looking for an infielder 
and that they wanted to sign me. 
With no hesitation I said "yes" 
and three days later I made my 
professional debut. 
The team I now play for is 
called the Traverse City Beach 
Bums and is a part of the Frontier 
League. Independent baseball is 
still professional baseball, but it is 
not operated in conjunction with 
any major league or affiliated 
minor league teams. There are no 
higher levels in independent ball 
so no matter how good I do, I will 
remain on the same team. 
However, independent ball 
is still a great opportunity for me 
to try and impress Major League 
scouts because I am still allowed 
to sign a contract at any time with 
an MLB organization. As of now, 
that is my goal. Hopefully one 
day I can climb the ranks to one 
day play in the majors. 
Currently, my team is in the 
playoffs, just one win away from 
making it to the championship 
series. Sadly, I cannot be there 
because I came back to USD to 
finish my last semester of school. 
It was a tough decision to put my 
dream on hold, but my priorities 
took over as I realized that a col­
lege degree was more important. 
I hope to return back to the 
field soon. The main thing I have 
taken from my experience is that 
you should never give up on your 
dream. I have worked extremely 
hard to get where I am right now, 
and I know that if I continue that 
hard work and never give up on 
that dream, then anything can 
happen. 
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'Show me a good loser, and I'll show you a loser." 
- V ince L ombardi 15 
Men's soccer continues the struggle 
to discover its own identity 
By Tyler Wilson 
The Torero men's soccer 
team exceeded the expectations 
of critics and fans alike last 
season as they propelled from 
mere mediocrity into national 
prominence. They were picked 
to finish 5th in the WCC pre­
season coaches poll but proved 
the coaches wrong and finished 
on top of the conference. As 
a result of winning a confer­
ence that is usually top-heavy 
in soccer talent, the Toreros 
were selected as the 11 th over­
all national seed in the NCAA 
soccer playoffs. In addition, 
even though they were ousted 
in this round, these expectations 
created quite a buzz around this 
modestly hyped team. 
This buzz has carried over 
into the 2010 season, as over 
3200 people were in attendance 
for the Toreros' first home game 
against cross-town rival San 
Diego State last Sunday. What is 
normally a crowd of about 500 
people (usually consisting of 
players' parents and diehards), 
was a stadium full of proud 
alumni and students ready to rep­
resent their Toreros. The Toreros 
were thus motivated by a true 
home-field advantage against 
one of their fiercest rivals. 
"Our student body and the 
local soccer community really 
showed up to watch the two best 
college teams," Assistant Coach 
Brian Quinn said. "It also gave 
our new players the opportunity 
to play in front of a fantastic and 
rambunctious crowd who were 
thoroughly into the game." 
The Toreros were behind 
1-0 at halftime and then allowed 
an early goal in the second half, 
almost relinquishing all hope of 
a comeback. Torero fans in the 
stands were now wondering if 
last season was just a fluke, or 
if their soccer team was going to 
sail out of mediocrity for the first 
time since 2003. 
Quiet and deflated in the 
stands, Torero fans were unex­
pectedly uplifted by Stephen 
Posa's goal in the 65th minute. 
Posa received a free kick from 
sophomore Dan Delgado and 
headed it just past the hands of 
the Aztec goalie. With the fans 
now back into the game, the 
Toreros played with a tenacity 
and fire that had been absent the 
entire match. 
This new found motivation 
led to the tying Torero goal in 
the 81st minute. This goal was 
initiated from another assist by 
Delgado off of a free kick, which 
resulted in a header by Marcelo 
Carminatti into the back of the 
net. Ultimately, it was Delgado's 
perfectly placed free kicks that 
gave the Toreros new life against 
their inner-city rivals. 
"Dan Delgado has been 
superb in the first two weeks of 
the season and has really been a 
pleasant surprise so far," coach 
Quinn said. 
But just three minutes later, 
this new life was sucked out of 
the Torero men as Charles Blase 
committed a foul in USD's pen­
alty box, sending SDSU's Reza 
Raymundo to the box for a pen-
Toreros were ready to bounce 
back and head to the east coast 
for the Dartmouth Invitational 
on Sept. 12 through 14. 
"The loss to San Diego State 
did not impact our weekend at 
Dartmouth as we trained well 
and really embraced the trip to 
the East," Quinn said. "Dart­
mouth is a top 30 team and our 
goal was to have an opportunity 
to win in the second half." 
The Torero men put them­
selves in a position to do exactly 
that, as they battled the Dart­
mouth Big Green to overtime 
after two early goals kept the 
game even for nearly 85 min­
utes. 
However, early in the second 
overtime period, Dartmouth pre­
vailed on a corner kick to steal 
At this juncture of the season 
we feel that we have a really 
talented group of players.  55 
alty kick. Raymundo capitalized 
on Blase's mistake and put the 
Toreros away for good, 3-2. 
Despite such a heart-break­
ing loss to San Diego State, the 
the victory 2-1. 
"We played pretty smart and 
were in a position to compete 
in the second half," said Quinn, 
"But as good teams do, Dart­
mouth found a way to win." 
Still ready to compete after 
two demoralizing losses, the 
Toreros battled to a 0-0 tie with 
the Holy Cross Crusaders this 
past Sunday. With an 18-5 shots 
advantage the Toreros were not 
able to break the scoreless draw. 
But even though USD was not 
able to score, Quinn saw the 
shots advantage as a positive. 
"Our execution needs to be 
better," Quinn said. "But it is 
reassuring that we are creating 
chances to score and now we 
must take advantage of that." 
Torero men's soccer is so 
close to being undefeated in this 
early season and they know with 
just a few minor adjustments, 
they can really start to blossom. 
"At this juncture of the 
season we feel that we have a 
really talented group of players 
that need a few reminders here 
and there of what is needed to 
win the close games," Quinn 
said. "But despite these remind­
ers, the effort on the field in 
training and in games has been 
first class." 
The Toreros next chance to 
flourish is against UCLA this 
Sunday at 2 p.m. 
THERE'S LIFE. AND THEN THERE'S 
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HozardCenter .com FRIARS AT FRAZEE 
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16 SPORTS 
BYU beefs up WCC 
Bv Tvler Wilson 
The Brigham Young Univer­
sity Cougars have joined in on 
this game of "musical chairs" that 
college conferences have been 
playing this summer. They es­
sentially saw an "open chair" and 
pounced on it, taking the opportu­
nity to leave the Mountain West 
Conference and go independent in 
football. Independence in football 
essentially means that the Cou­
gars are going to generate more 
money for their football program 
through a bigger TV contract and 
have more scheduling flexibility. 
The Western Athletic Con­
ference, which was going to be 
BYU's alternative for their other 
sports, has deteriorated, as Fresno 
State and Nevada have also left 
the conference to join the Moun­
tain West. With all of BYU's other 
sports left hanging, they decided 
to join the West Coast Conference 
for the 2011-2012 athletic year. 
But what does all this mean for 
USD and the WCC? 
The WCC is automati­
cally stronger with the addition of 
BYU, a historically strong athletic 
power in their previous confer­
ence. The Cougars will compete 
in baseball, men's and women's 
basketball, men's and women's 
cross country, men's and wom­
en's golf, women's soccer, men's 
and women's tennis and women's 
volleyball. They have recently 
been strong in men's basketball, 
making the NCAA tournament 
seven times in the last 10 years 
and while making the previous 
four tournaments. 
The Marriott Center, which 
is the home of Cougar basketball, 
seats 22,700, which is about the 
size or even a little larger than most 
NBA arenas. To contrast this, the 
next largest stadium in the WCC 
is Gonzaga's McCarthey Athletic 
Center, which seats a mere 6,000. 
The addition of BYU in basket­
ball will also mean the expansion 
of the WCC conference schedule 
from 14 games to a true round-
robin 16 game schedule. 
BYU also fits in well with the 
religious affiliations of the WCC, 
as every school in the WCC is 
private and represented by some 
denomination. BYU will be the 
first Mormon school to join but 
will make Pepperdine feel more 
comfortable, as they are no longer 
the only non-Catholic university 
in the conference. 
The addition of BYU to the 
WCC will not only add legiti­
macy to the conference but it will 
also create more publicity and 
make the WCC television market 
more diverse. It should generate 
more money for the conference 
and put the WCC in line with the 
Atlantic-10 as one of the stron­
gest mid-major conferences in the 
entire nation. 
HOT mNOT 
-Week 1 football 
- Jay Cutler & Mike Martz 
- Knight (The Real World) 
- Entourage season finale 
- KC Chiefs' crowd 
- Colorado Rockies 
- Jersey Shore 
- Kanye attheVMA's 
- Kevin Durant 
- Don Draper's comeback 
- Denard Robinson 
- Halo: Reach 
r\ - Fantasy football 
- Jay Cutler & Kristin Cavallari 
- M. Night Shyamalan 
-WNBA postseason 
- SD Padres' crowd 
- Coors Light 
- Frank Gore 
- Chelsea Handler anywhere 
- Derrick Rose 
-VirginiaTech's fall 
- Reggie Bush 
-Talking to girls 
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